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the spring boot build tools perform tests to confirm that your web application, when executed, demonstrates the expected behavior. to help you easily build such a test package, we provide a testcontext that supports both spring mvc and spring webflux web application
annotations. for more information, see testcontext . this test context is powered by the test-web dependency, which simply performs an http request and returns a response. this allows you to easily work with a small controller that generates html as its response. the spring

boot build tools provide a set of sensible defaults for various spring.xxx properties, for example, using default values for spring.cloud.config.failfast=true if it is found. the build tools can be configured to perform more restrictive settings. for example, to disable fail fast by
default (thereby causing the build to fail if any runtime exception occurs), you can set the spring.failfast property to false. the build tools enable web application contexts to be configured in a declarative manner using a context menu as described in the spring boot reference .
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